
H2O
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7
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7 LOOKING BACK

KEY CONCEPTS SUMMARY

LOOKING BACK

KEY CONCEPTS SUMMARY

morre vigorous burning. (7.5)

by aa “pop” sound heard when 
hydrrogen atoms combine with 
oxyggen atoms to form water 
vapoour.  (7.5)

n itthe white solid it produces whe
reaccts with limewater. (7.5)

three-dimensional shapes 
of molecules. (7.4)

form molecules. (7.3)

the same number of bonds. (7.4)

2 and O) a
oxyygen (O2). (7.6)

dec roxide composition of hydrogen pe
rea ften acts with other chemicals, of
pro (7.6)oducing a bleaching effect. (

maaterials is an example of 
com to mpounds breaking down int
simmpler substances. (7.7)

ans se health problems for humacauscause he
animals. (7.8)and 

yposal problems because theydisp
not biodegrade. (7.7)do n

cations. (7.3)

become anions. (7.3)

charges, so they attract each 
other and form ionic compounds.
(7.1, 7.3)

with other non-metals by sharing 
l t t f l ll t t f l lelectrons to form molecularl t t f l l

compounds. (7.3)

same or different atoms too form 
moolecules. (7.1)

only one type of element. (7.1))

of two or more different types 
of elements. (7.1)

charged particles called ions. (7.1)

compound. (7.2)
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WHAT DO YOU

THINK NOW?
WHAT DO YOU

THINK NOW?
VocabularyVocabulary

molecule (p. 257)
chemical formula (p. 257)
molecular element (p. 257)
molecular compound (p. 258)
ion (p. 260)
cation (p. 260)
anion (p. 260)
ionic compound (p. 261)
covalent bond (p. 265)
catalyst (p. 273)

fectThe chemical products we use aff
only local ecosystems.
Agree/disagree?

k Compounds must be heated to break
down into simpler substances.
Agree/disagree?

tiesCompounds have different propert
than their elements.
Agree/disagree?

When oxygen reacts with a
substance, fl ames are always 
produced.
Agree/disagree?

ak All compounds will eventually bre
down over several years.
Agree/disagree?

Oxygen can be both benefi cial and 
harmful. 
Agree/disagree?

How have your answers changed since then?
What new understanding do you have?

You thought about the following statements at the beginning 
of the chapter. You may have encountered these ideas 
in school, at home, or in the world around you. Consider 
them again and decide whether you agree or disagree with 
each one.

BIG Ideas
 Elements and compounds 

have specifi c physical 

and chemical properties 

that determine their 

practical uses.

 The use of elements and 

compounds has both 

positive and negative 

effects on society and the 

environment.

✓

✓
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